Pine Class News
This Week...
Firstly, a big happy birthday to Bethany and Riley for last weekend. The cake
was very much enjoyed!
There has been lots of sensory play and experiences this week in Pine Class. We
have particularly enjoyed our new Autumn TACPAC session with all the wonderful
new music and sensations which has resulted in lots of lovely engagement from all.
We have been working hard to wait our turn in full group circle time this week. In
RE we enjoyed looking at the story and took turns to explore all the items
relating to Hannukah. We then practiced our musical skills altogether this week
=
where
we not only “stopped” and “played,” but we also took turns to play our

instruments at different times, which some of us found quite tricky!
We all managed a great walk out around Moor Park on Wednesday. Particular
congratulations to Alfie and Arthur who really worked hard and managed to get all
the way around the small circuit for the first time (all be it with a few rest
breaks and lots of encouragement!)
It is great to hear of the progress our students are making not just at school but
also at home with parents too! It really does make us all so proud of our young
people! Please feel free to continue to share any news, photos or events you have
at home with school we would love to see what you all get up to! (email below)
Have a great weekend!

Our star of the week is…

Alfie
For fab engagement all week and for working his legs really hard and completing all of his
park walk across different terrains and up and down slopes, without needing his
wheelchair!
Reminders…
Snack and cooking money is £2 per week. Please remember to send this in weekly as it pays for
the snacks and sensory play resources. Can we also please ask you to put names in or on
clothing/personal belongings so we can make sure it all gets back to the right children ☺
My Email – ethompson@acorns.lancs.sch.uk
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